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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a study of the temporal evolunon of the combusnon flowfield estabhshed by 
the mteraction of ram-accelerator-type projectlles With an explosive gas mixture accelerated to hyper-
somc speeds in an expansion tube. The NaVler-Stokes equations for a chemically reacting gas are 
solved in a fully coupled manner us10g an imphClt, time accurate algorithm. The solution procedure IS 
based on a spanally second order, total vanation diminishmg (TVD) scheme and a temporally second 
order, variable-step, backward differentianon formula method. The hydrogen-oxygen chemistry IS 
modeled with a 9-specles, 19-step mecharusm. The accuracy of the solution method is first demon-
strated by several benchmark calculanons. Numencal simulations of expansion tube flowfields are 
then presented for two different configurations. In particular, the development of the shock-induced 
combustion process is followed. In one case, deSIgned to ensure igmtion only 10 the boundary layer, 
the lateral extent of the combustion front durmg the initial transient phase was surprisingly large. The 
tlme hIstories of the calculated thrust and drag forces on the ram accelerator projectile are also pre-
sented. 
INTRODUCTION 
A major difficulty associated WIth ground tesnng of hypersomc propulsion systems 10 pulse facIh-
nes IS the short test time avaIlable (on the order of a millisecond). In some cases, the test time may be 
less than the time required to fully establIsh the reacnng flow, especially if recrrculation zones and 
shock wave/boundary layer or detonanon wave/boundary layer 1Oteracnons are present Numencal 
simulanon of the temporal evolution of the combustion process can supplement experimental work 
by providing detaIled mfonnation about reaction lIDtiation and flow establishment time in pulse facII-
lues. 
In thIs paper we 10vesngate numencally the combustion process generated by the 1Oteraction 
between an axisymmetnc proJecule and an explosive gas ffilXture that has been accelerated to hyper-
somc speeds 10 an expanSIon tube. The prinCIpal advantage of the expansIOn tube over the shock tube 
or shock tunnel for thIs type of flow IS that ItS operanng cycle does not 1Ovolve stagnanon of the test 
gas Therefore, WIth proper care, explosive ffilXtures can be accelerated to superdetonanve VelOCItieS 
WIthOut autOlgmnon, as demonstrated by SruliJes et al [1] 10 their expenmental 1Ovesnganon of ram 
accelerator [2,3] flowfields. In fact, ram accelerator type flowfields can be studied more easily In a 
fixed proJectile, moving gas frame of reference than In the ram accelerator Itself, where measure-
ments are difficult to make. 
However, lnlportant differences eXIst between the ram accelerator and an expansIon tube expen-
ment in the boundary layer growth along walls and flow charactenstIcs during startup. Specifically, m 
the expansion tube the test time begins after passage of the shock wave and contact discontinUIty over 
the projectile, as described below. On the other hand, startup m the ram accelerator follows the burst-
ing of the first diaphragm by the proJectile, a process that generates shock and expansion waves. In 
addition, the high fill pressures typical of ram accelerator operatIon cannot be duplicated m an expan-
sion tube. The effects of these differences can be examined by using CFD methods. 
An expansion tube consists of a single tube divided into three or four sectIons by diaphragms, as 
shown in FIgure 1, which is a schematic of the classic expansion tube described by TrimPI [4]. When 
the test gas consists of an explosive mIXture, a buffer zone containIng an mert gas is added between 
the test gas and the driver gas to prevent autoignition following rupture of the primary diaphragm [1]. 
A brief explanation of the operation of the expansion tube IS necessary in order to clarify the 
assumptions made in the numerical simulatIons. Following the rupture of the pnmary diaphragm at 
time t = 0 (see Fig. 1), a primary shock wave propagates into the test gas and an expansion wave 
into the driver gas. The numbering of the flow states In Fig. I corresponds to that defined by Tnmpi 
[4]. On reaching the end of the driven sectIon, the primary shock ruptures the secondary diaphragm 
and a secondary shock wave propagates into the expansIOn sectIon, whIle an expansIon wave moves 
into the test gas. This expansion wave is washed downstream, since the gas in region 2 is moving at 
supersonic speeds. Test time begins with the passage of the test gas/accelerating gas contact discontI-
nuity over the model and ends with the arnval of the expansion wave. The state of the gas in regIon 5 
detennines the test conditions. Test times in expansIOn tubes are typICally tens to hundreds of mIcro-
seconds long [5]. An advantage of CFD analysis is that the test time can be extended arbitrarily, in 
order to estimate the flow establishment time. 
PreVIOUS computatIonal studies by Jacobs [5] and Wilson [6] simulated the flow of nonexplOSIve 
mixtures inside the expansion tube for the time interval 0 ~ t ~ t2 (see Fig. 1). In contrast, the goal of 
the present work was to examine the establishment of the flow of an explOSIve mixture over the test 
model. Therefore, our slnlulatIons were performed for times t ~ t2 • 
NUMERICAL FORMULATION 
Governmg Equations 
The conservation form of the nonequilibrium Navier-Stokes equations descnbmg two-dimensional 
or axisymmetric chemically reacting flow involving n specIes can be wntten In general curvIlinear 
coordinates (C;. 1'\) as follows: 
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(1) 
where the parameter ] IS zero for two-dimensional flow and one for axisymmetnc flow and Q is the 
vector of dependent variables: 
-1 T Q = J [PI' P2' ... , Pn' pu, pv, e ] (2) 
The dependent variables are the mass density of the lth specIes P z ' the velOCIty components u and v , 
and the total energy per unit volume e. J is the gnd Jacobian and F and G are the inVlscid flux vec-
tors in the ~ and 1'\ directions, respectively. F v and G v are analogous viscous fluxes. S and S v are 
axisymmetric source terms and W is the chemical source term. A detailed descnption of the terms in 
Eq. (1) and addItional state and constitutive equations needed for system closure are given by Yung-
ster [7]. 
Numerical Method 
The numerical method used for solving Eq. 118 described in detail in Ref. [8] and summanzed 
briefly here. For simphcity, only the two-dImensional Euler equations are considered in this descrip-
tion; however, extension to the viscous case is straightforward [8]. The equatIon set is dIscretlzed 
usmg a temporally second-order, variable-step backward dlfferentiation formula (BOF) method, 
wmch can be written as: 
~Qn = Qn + 1 _ Qn (4) 
}. k }. k }. k 
where 'Y and ~ are variable-step BOF method coeffiCIents [8], and ~l is the time step. The terms F 
and G are the numerical fluxes in the ~ and 11 directions. They are computed using Yee's second 
order total variation dIminishing (TVO) scheme [9]. Equation 3 IS then linearized in a conservatlve 
manner and solved Iteratively, using a lower-upper relaxation procedure COnsISting of successive 
Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS) sweeps. At each tlme step the Iterative process of producing successIvely 
improved approximate solutIons to equation (3) IS contInued until a suitable convergence criterion IS 
satisfied. The inversion of large matrices is avoided by partitioning the system into reacting and non-
reactIng parts; however, a fully coupled interaction is still maintained. Consequently, the matrices that 
have to be mverted are of the same size as those that anse m the commonly used pomt implicit meth-
ods. An Important advantage of the present method is that It remams stable for large values of the 
CFL number, so that large tlme steps can be used. 
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RESULTS 
Benchmark test cases 
Before applying the present method to the study of expanslon tube reactmg flows, lts accuracy was 
first establlshed by computing various benchmark test cases. Two such cases are presented below for 
reacting and nonreacting, inviscid flows. 
The first case was a simulation of Lehr's ballistic range expenments [10], whlch consisted of 
sphencal nosed projectiles of diameter 15-mm bemg fired into a preIDlXed, stOicillometnc hydrogen-
air mixture. Figure 2a shows a shadowgraph image obtained by Lehr [10] for a Mach number 
M = 4.79. The corresponding computational result, obtained with a 9-species, 19-step reaction 
mechanism for hydrogen-oxygen [8], lS shown in Fig. 2b m the form of density contours. Under the 
conchtions of the test, the reacting flow was unstable, resulting in a highly regular, periochc flow struc-
ture. An experimental oscillation frequency of 720 kHz was reported [10]. The computed frequency 
of oscillation varied from 701 to 716 kHz. Computations of other flow conditIons also produced 
excellent agreement with expenmental data [8]. 
The second test case was the regular reflection of an mcident shock wave from a 55 0 wedge. 
Experiments were conducted in a 60 mm x 150 mm shock tube at the InstItute of Fluid Science of 
Tohoku Uruversity and results reported by Falcovitz et al [11], who also performed numerical SlllUla-
tions for several cases. Figure 3 gives therr experimental holographic interferograms and our com-
puted density contours at three different tlmes during the reflectlon process for an mcident shock 
Mach number of 1.488. The spacing of the contours was selected to match that observed in the exper-
imental interferograms. The computatIonal results were generated with a 400 x 316 uruform gnd. FIg-
ures 3a and 3b show the reflected shock wave prior to lts collislon with the shock tube end-wall. 
Figures 3b to 3g show the wave configuration at two different times after collislon with the end-walL 
It should be pointed out that due to a small air gap between the end wall of the shock tube and its 
upper wall an expansion wave was generated at the upper edge of the end -wall [11]. Tills expanslOn 
wave can be observed in Fig. 3c near the upper right comer of the holographlc interferogram and in 
Flg. 3e near one of the reflected shocks. The air gap was not modeled in our computatIons. 
The agreement between the computational and experimental results is excellent at all tImes. The 
computatIons match almost every fringe in the experiments, except lmmediately after the head-on 
collision near the nght comer (Fig. 3d), where the grid is not fine enough to resolve the details of the 
reflection. The overall resolution of the flowfield compared well Wlth the numerical results computed 
by FalcoVltz et al [11]. However, near the walls the present method produced superior results. Note 
especially that the small, closed fringe near the bottom comer was reproduced m our calculatIon 
(Figs. 3d and 3g), whereas it was not captured by Falcovltz et al. 
Expansion tube reactIng flows 
Two cases are presented, the first involving only boundary layer igrutIon, and the second a ram 
accelerator type configuratIon. Both cases employed pure hydrogen as the acceleratIng gas and the 
IDlXture H2 + 2.7502 + 2.5Ar as the test gas. The H2 - 02 reaction mecharusm consisted of 19 reac-
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tions among 9 species [8]. 
Case 1 
This case considered an axisymmetric projectile composed of two 30° half angle cones and a 
short straight section. The comers of the projectile were rounded. The projectile overall length and 
maximum diameter were 1.45 cm and 0.693 em, respectively. The flow conditions for this test are 
shown in the schematic below: 
Cs = 2.0 2 
5 .20 
H2 + 2.7502 + 2.5Ar H2 
PlO = 1 atm TlO = 300 K 
P20 = P5 = 4.5 atm T 20 = 506.25 K 
M 20 = 0.9623 
Ts = 300 K 
Ms = 4.748 
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Here C denotes the shock speed and p, T and M are the pressure, temperature and Mach number, 
respectively. The conditions for this case were selected to produce ignition in the boundary layer. The 
flow was assumed to be laminar and the projectile surface adiabatic. A 320x110 nonuniform grid was 
utilized. The time evolution of the flowfield is shown in Fig. 4 by means of nondimensional tempera-
ture (T IT 10) contours. In Fig. 4a the secondary shock has just reached the tip of the projectile. The 
shock is partly reflected from the projectile surface and continues to travel downstream. The reflec-
tion is too weak for the temperature range used and is therefore not apparent in Fig. 4. As the high 
Mach number test gas reaches the projectile (Fig. 4b), a conical shock begins to form over its nose. A 
short time later (Fig. 4c), combustion begins in the boundary layer. Subsequently, the reacting bound-
ary layer penetrates region 20 of the accelerating gas. Once the reacting gas reaches the projectile 
shoulder, its lateral expansion is considerable. The penetration of the reacting boundary layer can be 
explained by the fact that as the conical shock begins to form over the nose of the projectile, a large 
pressure is established over this region. The shock has not yet formed downstream, thereby creating a 
substantial pressure gradient, which forces the boundary layer gases downstream. After the transient 
phase, combustion is observed only along the boundary layer (Fig. 4i), which separates over the rear 
of the projectile. The computation was stopped at t = 13.52J.lsec, although the flow had not yet 
reached steady state:. This simulation required 6200 iterations and12.4 hrs. of CPU time on a Cray 
C90 computer, with a maximum CFL number of between 3 and 10. 
Case 2 
This case considered a ram accelerator configuration that included an axisymmetric projectile and 
a ram accelerator tube. As shown in Fig. 5a, the front end of the tube was positioned slightly behind 
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the projectile shoulder, in order to hnnt the boundary layer growth and thus slffiulate conmllons In the 
actual ram accelerator. The projectile compnsed a 15° half angle nose cone, a 30° axlsymmetric 
ramp, a constant diameter section and a specially configured tall. The total length of the projectIle, Its 
maximum diameter and the ram accelerator tube diameter were 10.85 cm, 2.82 cm and 3.8 cm, 
respecUvely. These dimensions are based on the experimental deVlce currently operaung at the Uni-
versity of Washington [2,3]. The flow conditions for thls test case were· 
Cs = 2.35 2 
PlO = 1 atm 
P20 = P5 = 6.276 atm 
T20 = 597.93 K 
M 20 = 1.136 M5 = 6.058 
The flow was assumed to be turbulent, and a constant wall temperature of 300 K was specified at 
the projectile surface and at the tube wall. The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model [12] was used in 
this calculation. A 31Sx12S nonuniform grid was utilized. The tJ.me evolution of the flowfield is 
shown in Fig. S in the form of nondimensional temperature (T IT 10) contours (bottom half of each 
figure) and pressure (pIPlO) contours (top halt). Note that for clarity in presentation the pressure 
and temperature contour ranges are not the same for all the plots. Each color bar defines the contour 
range both for the figure in which it appears and for every subsequent plot until a new color bar 
appears. 
The initial flow development for this case is slmilar to that descnbed for the preVIOUS one. That IS, 
the flow begins with the arrival of the secondary shock (Fig. Sa), Its reflection off the projectile (Fig. 
Sb) and the formation of the conical shock over its nose (Fig. Sc). At subsequent times, the secondary 
shock is reflected off the projectile's ramp (Fig. Sd) and a series of wave reflections from the tube wall 
and projectile surface can be observed in Figs. Se and Sf. The conical shock reflected off the tube wall 
begins to establish in Fig. 5g and shortly after it hits the projectile surface igrution occurs in the 
boundary layer (Fig. Sh). Combusllon spreads both downstream and towards the tube wall and, at the 
same time, propagates upstream through the boundary layer (Fig. 5i-k). A shock-Induced combusllon 
wave is established, creating a large pressure over the back of the proJectile, and positive thrust 
begins to be generated at t = 68 Jisec approximately. The combustion continues to propagate 
upstream along the projectile boundary layer and also along the tube wall boundary layer (Fig. SI-n), 
until unstart occurs (Fig. So). For this calculation the maxunum CFL number varied between S and 
15. The computational work requirement was 7000 iterations and 11.3 hrs. on a Cray C90 computer. 
The total thrust and viscous drag forces on the projectile are plotted In Fig. 6. During flow Initia-
tion, the projectile is subjected to an increasing drag force, as the corncal wave system IS established 
over the projectile. When combustion begins, a progressive reducllon In total drag is observed, but 
positive thrust IS produced only after the shock-induced combusllon wave is reflected off the proJec-
tile surface, resulting m the steep increase m total thrust shown In FIg. 6. The viscous drag builds up 
In a similar manner and decreases SIgnificantly once the combusllon process starts. Note that the vis-
cous drag accounts for less than 1 % of the total thrust. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The expansion tube is a useful tool for investigatmg ram-accelerator-type phenomena. However, 
lIDportant issues such as boundary layer growth along walls. startup charactenstics and operating 
pressures will prevent the expansion tube from duplicating exactly the conditions in a ram accelera-
tor. In addition, the short test time available may be insufficient to establish fully the reacting flow-
field. Computational studies can support experimental efforts by providing answers to these ISSUes. A 
methodology for slIDulating the combustion process m expansion tube flowfields was described, and 
computations for two cases were presented to illustrate the capability of the numerical approach. The 
unexpected combustion phenomenon observed during the initial transient phase emphasizes the need 
for further study of this type of flow. The effiCiency of our time-accurate, fully implicit numerical 
method was demonstrated by computing high-speed, reacting, turbulent flows at CFL numbers as 
high as 15. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the expansion tube cycle. The numbers identify the various flow regions as 
defined by Trimpi [4]. 
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(a) 
Figure 2. Experimental and computational results for a projectile moving at M = 4.79 in a sto-
ichiometric hydrogen-air mixture: (a) experimental shadowgraph image (Lehr [10]); (b) density con-
tours. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the regular reflection of a M = 1.488 shock wave with a 
e = 55° wedge. (a) Holographic interferogram prior to its interaction with the end wall [11]; (b) 
computed density contours. 
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(c) (d) 
(e) (f) (g) 
Figure 3 continued. (c), (e) Holographic interferograms at two time intervals after collision with 
the shock tube end-wall [11]; (d), (g) computed density contours; (f) computed Mach number con-
tours. 
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Figure 4. Nondimensional temperature contours T 1 TlO showing temporal evolution of expansion 
tube flow over an axisymmetric projectile. Test gas: H2 + 2.7502 + 2.5Ar . 
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ing temporal evolution of expansion tube flow over a ram accelerator configuration. Test gas: 
H 2 + 2.7502 + 2.5A r . Note: color bar defines contour range both for the plot in which it appears and 
for every subsequent plot until a new color bar appears. 
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